Introduction
In this paper we shall deal with the so-called mixed problem for a v/eakly coupled infinite system of parabolic differential-functional equations (1.1) u^(t,x) = f x (t f x f tt{t,x),uj(t,x), u^lt.xj.u) (i=1,2,...), where (t ,x) € D cH A+1 , u= ( u 1 ,u 2 ,... ), = ( u* ,uj ,...,¡4 ) j 1 2 n and u^ is a matrix formed by the second order derivatives with respect to x. Por a solution of system (1.1) which belongs to Eg'' 00 (for a definition of the class -see below) and satisfies given initial and boundary conditions we shall prove a comparison theorem and hence we shall show the uniqueness of the solution and the continuous dependence of the solution upon the right hand sides of the system and upon the initial and boundary conditions. Similar problèma were considered in [2] for any one domain but only for the first Fourier problem.
For the purpose of clarity of further considerations let us introduce some notations, definitions and special assumptions. We say that D be defined on the set 6". For every (t,x) and for <=-crry i £ I \T let a direction l 1 (t,x) be given, which catisfiet-. the conditions that l 1 is orthogonal to the t-axis aco a segment of the straight half-line starting from (t,x) in the direction l 1 is contained in the closure of D. ¡acj'eovor, there exists a constant y su-:h that . n A regular solution ueE^' 00 of system (1.1) is called parabolic, if the following implication
holds true for any matrix r€& nxn , = 1 and (t,x) e D.
Comparison theorem
On the basis of work [/Q it is easy to prove the following lemma.
Lemma. Let D c{(t ,x1,... ,xfl) 6 } of the type W be given. Por every (t,x)e6' let a direction l(t,x) be given, so that 1 is ortogonal to the t-axis and a segment of the straight half-line starting from (t,x) in the direction l 3 " is contained in D*". Let there exist such that cos(l(t,x),n0) >r0 >0 for {*»*)€ 6", where n is the normal to 6" taken at the point (t,x)e(f o * in the direction of the interior of D .
Let V* := [t.,t ]*s where and let the func-O 1 ' O J 10 tion J5(t,x) such that 0<|3 (t,x) < P (P -constant) be given on the set 6".
Let the function f(t,x,y,q,r) be defined for (t,x)e D*, q 6 r e Lipsehitz condition y 6 &t q 6 r e & n * n and let as assume the folllwing t,x) ,...,u l-1 (t,x),y,u l+1 (t,x)..,q,r,u) for (t,x)eD*, ye 31, q e re£ n * n .
3y the assumptions of our theorem it follows that a belongs to si and is a SD-regular and parabolic solution of (2.2) 1 -and b belongs to 30 and is a E-regular solution of the ineo jality . Since 2~1 B>1, from (2.9) and (2.10) it follows that inequality (2.17) holds for (t,x)eD*uV*. Inequality (2.17) is true for every i = 1,2,... . This implies that 
ft. Krai ni oka |b t (t,xj -f(t,x,fe(t,x) t (> x (t t *) t {> xx (t,x))| t$2L||u-v||J

B,Kra£nicka
Then the system of equations (1.1) admits at most one C-regular and parabolic solution ue E^' satisfying the initial and boundary conditions (3.1) u(t,x) = <p(t,x) for (t,x)eV 0 , Henoe because of (3.3) our thesis follows. Remarks. All the theorems formulated in this paper remain true if inequality (2.7) is replaced by 
